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In extant vertebrates, natural motifs such as coat markings,

spongy bone structures, neuronal arborescence or collective

swarms correspond to diverse pattern types, from fractals to

periodic stripes or tessellations, and so on. In this subphylum,

evolution produced an apparent paradox: a given pattern may

vary tremendously in its extent, periodicity or regularity, but

follows general geometrical trends and is produced with

meticulous precision. In this review, we discuss the role of self-

organization, a patterning strategy in which spontaneous order

arises through local interactions without gradient formation, in

shaping both natural pattern differences and common themes.

Mathematical models evidenced a wide high adaptability of

self-organizing dynamics, long-advocating for their

contribution to natural pattern diversity. Recent empirical and

theoretical approaches taking into account network topologies

and natural variation also replaced outcomes of self-

organization in more constrained biological contexts, shedding

light on mechanisms ensuring pattern fidelity.
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Introduction: natural variation and trends in
vertebrate patterns
Animal patterns are characterized by a visible order in the

spatial arrangement of characters across organisms, popu-

lations, or habitats. Fascination for these intricate motifs

has inspired decades of research. Mathematicians work to

reproduce abstract designs and regularities observed in

the wild, biophysicists establish laws and their parameters

governing pattern production, developmental biologists

study molecular and cellular mechanisms of pattern

establishment, and evolutionary biologists seek genetic
www.sciencedirect.com 
bases and ecological causes of pattern diversity. In these

scientists’ endeavors, vertebrates played a major role.

Their large size facilitated systematic descriptions and

classification of natural patterns, and our belonging to this

subphylum favored the use of vertebrate models in con-

temporary genetics and developmental and behavioral

biology (e.g. house mouse Mus musculus, domestic

chicken Gallus gallus, zebra fish Danio rerio; [1]). In

addition, most extant vertebrate species have likely been

identified, with close to 70 000 to date, a number both

apprehensible for genetic computing and covering

enough diversity that ecologically relevant studies may

be envisioned [2,3]. All described pattern geometries can

be found in vertebrates: symmetries (e.g. body axes,

frequently displaying bilateral symmetry), trees/fractals

or periodic repetition along an axis (e.g. neuronal arbo-

rescence, digits, skeletal structures), spirals (e.g. mem-

branous cavity of the cochlea, sheep horns), meanders and

waves (e.g. crawling behavior, skin wrinkles, teeth cir-

cumvolutions), foams and spheres (e.g. cell and organelle

membranes, fish lenses), tessellations (e.g. turtle shell,

giraffe coat), cracks (e.g. crocodile skin) and stripes/spots

(e.g. wildcat coats, herbivore herds). These geometries

often superimpose to create visually complex designs [4].

Vertebrate pattern diversity is striking not only at large

phylogenetic scale, but also amongst homologous

morphologies [5]. For example, distal parts of the appen-

dicular skeleton can be limited to one bone or comprise

dozens arranged radially [6]; pigmentation may be dis-

tributed in the coat homogeneously, large symmetrical

compartments, or periodic motifs (i.e. spots, stripes,

waves, tessellations, etc [7]). Because vertebrates inhabit

drastically different environments, this extensive pheno-

typic diversity prompted numerous studies aiming at

understanding the adaptive function of patterns and

how their evolution might be driven by competition for

novel environmental niches or sexual selection [8,9].

Conversely, one can identify phenotypic trends within

groups or taxa, materialized by recurrences in pattern

geometry, overall orientation, or sequence (e.g. colored

stripes in poultry bird juveniles are always longitudinal

and form black–yellow–black sequences [10]). In addi-

tion, patterns are produced in all individuals of a genus/

species with meticulous precision despite frequent appar-

ent complexity. At genus/species level, reproducibility is

key to organ function, protection from the environment,

individual recognition, and so on. When adaptive differ-

ences exist, they are limited to small changes in pattern

periodicity (e.g. zebras are always striped but these vary in
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number [11]), extent (e.g. field mice are always bicolored

but ventral color domains vary in surface [12]) or fidelity

(e.g. bird feathers are arranged in hexagonal arrays but

these range from loose, irregular networks such as in emus

to extremely regular, tight mesh such as in penguins [13�

]). Vertebrate patterns thus offer a fascinating paradox:

tremendously diverse and complex, they are also highly

reproducible and obey phenotypic trends. We review

below studies showing that self-organization is a key

strategy governing morphological pattern formation,

and suggesting it promotes as well as constrains pattern

evolution.

Pattern formation through self-organization
The development of morphological patterns involves the

timelyproductionof discrete compartments within initially

naı̈ve tissues. In 1969, Lewis Wolpert theorized two strate-

gies of pattern generation. The first was the acquisition of

‘positional information’fromgradientsofinstructingfactors

diffusing from an external source, cell fate depending on

their position. The second strategy was the creation of

spatial domains through the enhancement and stabilization

of differences in the diffusivity of factors produced by

locally interactingcells [14].This ‘balancingmodel’echoed

the ‘reaction-diffusion’ model theorized two decades

before by Alan Turing [15��]. In Turing’s two partial differ-

ential equations system, spatially distinct regions can

emerge from random initial fluctuations [16]. Other math-

ematical models of spontaneous pattern emergence from

intrinsic properties have since been described, such as

‘chemotaxis’, where cells migrate towards high concentra-

tions of chemo-attractants [e.g. Ref. 17]. In these dynamics,

called self-organization, spontaneous order arises through

local interaction and lateral inhibition, not requiring gradi-

ent formation. Heavily criticized at first, pattern formation

through self-organization gained popularity when mathe-

matical models have been adapted to developmental pro-

blems. Theoreticians integrated molecular components

(e.g. reaction-diffusion can unfold with at least one self-

enhancing activator molecule and its long-range acting

inhibitor [18]) and created numerical simulations visually

reproducing observed natural motifs. Turing-like or che-

motaxis models’ simulations, sometimes implemented

with additional components, indeed reach stable states or

produce transient dynamics (i.e. traveling waves, out of

phase oscillations) that mimic dozens of vertebrate patterns

in their emerging or final forms (e.g. Refs. [13�,17,19]). This

work suggested that self-organization underlies the forma-

tion of many, if not most, two-and three-dimensional verte-

bratepatterns. Itallowedidentifyingseveralmodelsystems

of self-organized patterns, from population to subcellular

level, such as trafficking trajectories, swarm aggregation,

coat markings,periodically emerging somites, limb skeletal

elements, teeth, palate rugae, finger ridges, skin cell

arrangement, actin polymerization, neuro-filament self-

assembly, and so on (Figure 1).
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On the nature of self-organizing factors in vivo
Using these concrete examples, biologists sought the

factors on which self-organization relies in vivo. In popu-

lation studies, these factors were logically assimilated to

individuals of a group. In tissue development however,

the nature of self-organizing factors and of parameters

describing their initial fluctuations has remained elusive.

Morphogens, secreted molecules diffusing at long range

and forming gradients that trigger differential cell

response, have been linked to both instructive signaling

and self-organized systems (for review: Ref. [20]). Their

biological parameters (e.g. diffusion coefficient) are com-

patible with requisites of many self-organizing mathe-

matical models. For example, the short-range activator

Nodal and its long-range inhibitor Lefty meet criteria for

stable reaction-diffusion in developing fish tissues [21].

However, few activator-inhibitor-only systems have been

shown to produce self-organization in vivo, and many

studies incorporated additional cellular and mechano-

chemical events. In fish skin for example, the production

of periodic stripes through contact-dependent interaction

of pigment cells has been equated to cellular self-organi-

zation [22,23]. Empirical work also refined mathematical

modeling, values of equation parameters and size/shape

of simulation frames being adjusted according to

observed conditions. For example, evolving cell densities,

transcript profiles of Bmp2 and Bmp7, and measured

surfaces of competent skin areas served as conceptual

basis for the building of mathematical models reprodu-

cing timely sequences of feather follicle emergence

[13�,17,24�]. These studies validated the relevance of

self-organization as patterning strategy in vivo, but much

work remains needed to formally identify its molecular

and cellular actors.

Self-organization drives pattern diversity
Consequential to modeling-driven searches for biological

examples of self-organization, this mechanism was impli-

cated in organismal evolution: numerical simulations of

simple self-organizing mathematical models can result in

drastically different outcomes through minimal change in

equation parameters or domain size. Theoreticians thus

used the intrinsic malleability of self-organizing models

to recreate natural pattern variation. Exquisite pigmenta-

tion markings have served as emblematic examples.

Natural and laboratory-induced zebra fish pigmentation

variants or differences between jaguar and leopard spots

can be recapitulated with the same Turing models using

value modifications of diffusion, degradation, or concen-

tration [25,26]. Modifying the size or shape of simulation

frames reproduced different snake pigment patterns [27],

changes in stripe numbers in marine angelfish at different

stages of growth [28], or changes from stripes to spots

according to body location in wildcats [29]. The realm of

patterns obtained can be further extended when self-

organizing equations are coupled to oscillator arrays

instead of homogeneous steady states [e.g. Ref. 30] or
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Self-organized systems in vertebrates.

Many examples of self-organized patterns have been described in vertebrates from population behavioral patterns (e.g. swarming in starlings,

pedestrian traffic flows), individual body level (e.g. squirrel pigments stripes, polar bear digits), organ level (e.g. ridges across horse molar teeth

and human finger tips), cellular level (e.g. epidermal cell aggregation during feather follicle emergence, pigment cell contact-dependent interaction

in fish skin) and subcellular level (e.g. neurofilament self-assembly and actin polymerization). Photo credits: ãBrian Robert Marshall, SERC

(swarms); Hippopx (traffic); ãCorey Seeman, www.flickr.com/photos/cseeman/37783661374 (Stripes); ãJoshua Bousel, https://www.flickr.com/

photos/joshbousel/14432556 (digits), Wikimedia (teeth ridges); Bram Cymet, https://www.flickr.com/photos/bcymet/3375927969 (finger ridges);

Manceau laboratory (Epidermal cells); ãSumie Dh, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Fin_Of_Common_Carp_Under_Microscope_

(148598011) (Pigment cells); ãDan O-Shea, https://www.flickr.com/photos/dan_oshea/4079086197 (neurofilaments); Xiaowei Zhuang, HHMI,

Harvard University, and Nature Publishing Group, https://www.flickr.com/photos/nihgov/33340166740 (Actin).
comprise additional terms such as logistic growth (e.g.

Ref. [13�], or when simulations include initial spatial

differences such as within-frame anisotropic diffusion

(e.g. Ref. [31]). Thus considered a major player of pattern

evolution, self-organization has at times challenged the

dogma that natural selection is the main mechanism

driving evolutionary change. More consensually, it is

viewed as an adaptive mechanism evolving by natural

selection [32]. ‘Evo-devo’ studies revealed several prin-

ciples governing morphological change, from mutational

‘hotspots’ to the prevalence of cis-regulatory mutations,

work leading to the concept of modularity: morphological

characters evolve through the alteration or co-option of

broadly conserved modular units including gene net-

works, molecular pathways, cell lineages, morphogenetic

fields, or whole organs [33–35]. Self-organization thus

appealingly reconciles genetic conservation and modular-

ity with rapid and/or large evolutionary change: patterns

may evolve through small differences in parameters of a

conserved master gene or pathway involved in self-orga-

nized patterning. For example, mutations in the enzyme

Taqpep, involved in the self-organization of a color pre-

pattern in the embryonic skin, cause a change from

spotted patterns to large blotches, such as observed in

Tabby cats or King cheetah [36]. Deciphering whether

self-organization generally rules evolutionary change

would however require evo-devo work performed at

larger phylogenetic scale and/or on broader phenotypic
www.sciencedirect.com 
variation. This is a challenging task in natural populations

of vertebrates despite recent advances in genomic and

imaging tools. Interesting solutions may consist in com-

bining cutting-edge comparative developmental methods

based on these new tools with in-depth stability analyses

of pattern-forming spaces for models built on parameters

observed in vivo (as reviewed in Ref. [37]).

Taming self-organization: a necessity for
pattern reproducibility in vivo?
In isolation, self-organization is a purely spontaneous

mechanism, product of intrinsic circumstances. The

adaptability that this creates is also self-organization’s

Achilles’ heel: models being very permissive they can

be coincidently tuned to patterns observed in the wild. In

addition, simulations of self-organization are prone to

‘blow-ups’: pattern formation only occurs within a fraction

of the parameter space [38,39] with value precision

unlikely to be attained by biological systems. Detractors

thus argued that self-organization alone cannot realisti-

cally underlie pattern-formation in vivo, its plastic, work-

able results being incompatible with organisms’ necessity

for pattern fidelity and reproducibility. Instead, self-orga-

nization would have to be ‘buffered’, its parameters

genetically controlled [38,39]. Identifying events taming

self-organization such that it ensures proper patterning is

an exciting undertaking. A bulk of studies showed that

developmental patterning could unfold in a precise, step-
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2021, 69:147–153
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Figure 2
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Developmental control of self-organization’s outcomes.

Outcomes of self-organization are constrained by a series of developmental events in a hypothetical patterning system whose network topology

leads to the formation of dotted patterns. Combinations of instructive signals and mechanical properties may shape pattern formation. For

example (red squares), the system can receive directional instructive signals creating a positional gradient, and through differential cell response,

causing the spatial restriction of areas of pattern-forming capacity (in grey). Self-organization ensues through the stabilization of random initial

fluctuations (green dots). Spatial amplification is limited by high tissue contractility (represented by a purple spring), which results in the formation

of small dots, visible upon cell differentiation.

Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2021, 69:147–153 www.sciencedirect.com
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wise combination of self-organizing and instructive

events, a spatio-temporal hierarchy that guarantees the

stability of resulting motifs. Positional gradients may thus

orient or reduce outcomes of self-organization. In birds for

example, the self-organization of pigmentation gene tran-

scripts and pigment cells is limited to striped locations in

the dorsal skin instructed by positional information from

somites [10]. Recent work suggested that robustness in

self-organization’s outcomes could also result from the

environment in which it takes place, independently of

individual parameter values. Patterns of self-organized

behavior indeed form in a stable manner because they

arise in habitats defined by numerous and complex fac-

tors. This hypothesis is inspired by work in invertebrates:

models of individual grouping have been built to repro-

duce sea snail aggregation during intertidal periods.

When self-organization unfolds in a simple simulated

or experimental system, the size of each aggregate is

sensitive to individual differences in foraging behavior,

but this variation is not observed in nature, likely delete-

rious as it would expose snails to desiccation. Simulations

of the same model integrating a more complex environ-

ment however produce reproducible patterns [40]. Simi-

lar conclusions have been reached in models of army ants

collective building or trafficking [41,42]. The same logic

appears to apply to morphological pattern stability. First,

it may be influenced by the intricacy of the causal genetic

network. For Turing systems, theoretical approaches

showed that the topology of the network could remove

the constraints on diffusion that impede stability in

simple systems [43��]. Such stability-achieving topology

may be at place during digit patterning, a conserved

process controlled by three-component reaction-diffusion

involving Wnt, Bmp and Sox9 signaling [44]. Second,

pattern fidelity may also rely on cell behavior and tissue

architecture. In silico, cell-autonomous factors enable

pattern formation without diffusion differences [e.g. Refs.

45,46]. In vivo, these factors may correspond to cell

proliferation rates, speed of displacement, oriented elon-

gation, and so on and/or the amount, orientation, compo-

sition and nano-topography of the extra-cellular matrix

(ECM), which interact with cells through surface proteins

[47]. Several studies in the zebra fish showed that cellular

dynamics can generate and/or be driven by mechanical

properties of the tissue. For example, cell-autonomous

rate and coherence of motion, instructed by the organizer,

are mechanically transmitted to neighboring cells, driving

proper zebra fish embryo elongation [48�]. In a recent

study, the robustness of zebra fish body muscles V-shapes

has been shown to rely both on cell-autonomous events

and environmental conditions: authors showed that while

V-shapes result from friction with surrounding tissues,

precision in their angle is achieved by local anisotropic

stresses generated by muscle cell differentiation [49��].
An appealing possibility is that similar mechanical cou-

pling shape natural pattern formation and evolution.

Consistent with this idea, in birds, the size or spacing
www.sciencedirect.com 
of nascent feather follicles organized in dotted arrays can

be modulated by modifying the contractility of the skin or

the rigidity of its substrate [50]. Theoretical work also

generally predicted that mechanical tissue properties

influence pattern formation [51–55]. With the current

enthusiasm for biophysical approaches, technical

advances in imaging and physical measures in living

tissues provide exciting new opportunities to investigate

the role of force generation and transmission, at cell and

tissue levels, in shaping self-organizing mechanisms

(Figure 2).

Conclusion
Since its formulation by Alan Turing, principles of self-

organization and their potential applications to living

systems have been scrutinized and resisted recurrent

criticism to become one of the most widely accepted

strategies of behavioral and morphological patterning in

vertebrates. Yet, the nature of self-organizing factors

remains elusive, and the applicability of self-organization

to organismal evolution has been rarely explored beyond

theoretical work. Combining new modeling frameworks

taking into account measured parameters, network topol-

ogy, and observed timely dynamics of pattern emergence

with empirical studies taking advantage of both trends

and variation in natural patterns will provide a compre-

hensive understanding of the role of self-organization not

only in producing pattern diversity, but also in shaping

pattern fidelity.
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